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As I told you over the phone today, Iexpe'et-Ao.bsodbiefIteepte'A; 11406b*e 

two chapters you sent me in the morning. They Maw been checked an 
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siv7 II aneolqqe 	 j" eee 	elor 1uo vf'y .tL?,-ft bete'eve aaw ti corrected for accuracy by the proper officers and late this afternoon were oeeves eemee  ee, 	-e-je 	
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delivered to the Review Branch. I also expect to be ole to -ither get the ea:tee:hem! elfrooelo 	 levce7e teJe beeenn en? I Or.: ,9'5d 
other cheeters that will have been ap-roved by then or make the changes that ieleic t7,97. teel etc' f,obatt. ",:j"C n 	 LLc 	 --• 
will get them imeediate approval. lenom reit el 	 Sj, 	 acitir) 
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list it is okay. he also says about Ulio the thing to do is approach him .gaineom eO n1 tl ev.e6 tleco yoe on yeeed 1L 	 hedseb 
again as soon as the entire Army section is approved. 

es I told you, re: 'Peace, their etbAteeion was that this section eles innacurate 

and not a realistic picture. So far as the accuracy is concerned, I  have gohe 
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over this with the proper officer, and everything down to the beginning of the 

section on "Kinds of cork, " at the bottom of page 6, is accurate as changed. 

From there on, however, they dont approve. However, before going into that, 

they would prefer that you omit the section anrked with a question mark on p.2. 

Also, there is a bill that passed both Houses and awaits Presidential 

signature that will change all T7A,C salaries to coincide with rmy pay. It wile 

be law in a matter of days, end you should watch the Times for it. Now here is 

the stuffoll "Kinds of Wore. It is not individual work, and Auxiliaries dont 

join to be individuals or do individual work. They are not and will not be 

used individeally. They will be doing the work in which their platoons are 
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ent to a place where they will all engage 

in whatever workilhgy,%EllAttoJtqing, on a platoon and not an individual basis. 

This is the "realistic" approach. Everything on iddividual jobs should come out. • 

Also, they will carry otherwise provide for their own mess arran :  but 
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was sugnested that you could more esily get a "realistic" approach if you 
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vent to the NYCity recruiting station and sopke to one of the won assigned 
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there. Also, I was assured that approval would be forthcoming immediate y 
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is you take said realistL approach. In other words, with the last part of this 
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chapter rewritten, I should be able to take it down there early in the morning, 
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I've dashed this off in a hurry so you could have it in the morning. 
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they will, not bake - or cook for themen. Also, all go to Ft. Des Moines for 
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training. Specialists schools are.in the city of Des Moines end Officerq 
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